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Working the Demand Side The Bay Area Coalition of Equitable Schools' Victor

Cary interviews civil rights leader Robert Moses, founder of the Algebra Project.

What is Essential in a High School Mathematics Curriculum Framework?
New Mission High School's Response to the Challenge of Designing and
Supporting a Meaningful Mathematics Curriculum Roser Gine, New Mission

High School Mathematics Curriculum Coordinator, discusses the process of bring-
inq nwth le,Irning to life at a recently founded, small, student-centered school.
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Making Math Personal:
Meaning in Mathematics
for Teachers and Students

When mathematics stu-

dents and teachers are able

to deepen their relation-

ships with the curriculum
and with each other, they
are more likely to teach and
learn in ways that promote
sustained, connected,

meaningful understanding.

Annotated Resources

Thirteen resources for

exploring constructivist, stu-
dent-centered mathematics

education.

Go to the Source

A guide to the schools and
support organizations fea-
turedin these pages.

Book Reviews

Pedro Noguera's City
Schools and the American

Dream: Reclaiming the
Promise of Public

Education

- Letters to the Next

President: What We Can

Do About the Real Crisis

in Public Education, ed\t-

ed by Cart Glickman

- Chris Mercogliano's

Teaching the Restless:
One Schools Remarkable

No-Ritalin Approach to

Helping Children Learn
and Succeed
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ers who volunteered to prepare students for the MCAS during

after Khool and Saturday sessions

The Three Mathematical Elements

The three elements I presented to the staff as essential for our

students to develop are mathematical modeling, mathematical

proof, and problem·solving. I questioned extensively why
some students who would not pursue a scientific or mathe-

matical field in higher education, or who would only
encounter statistics In college In connection to the social sci·
ences, or who maybe would not attend college, might need
to develop mathematical thinking skills and processes. Addi-
tionally. I really wondpred whether mathematics would be
Interisting to someone if they were taught skills and topics
leading to the development of calculus, but never actually

New MAsion High School Mathematics Curriculum

Essential Que5tions

Foundations (9th grade): How do we obtain evidence to jus

lify r onclusions'

The fectis in tund<itions 15 to learn how to make a claim about

,1 pdrticular wtuation, collect data, and recognize patterns in the

ddta to justify the claim made. For example, Foundations this

year will Invi,st,g.ite the health of our water5hed Students will

maki· clairns .,bout certain aspects of the watershed and then

rollect d.it.1 relevant to th<Ir claims.

Inquiry (10th grade): How do relationships provide evidence to

iwitify conflusioni'

There is a ilight ihuft in locus from Foundation, to Inquiry In

the Inquiry level, ttudents learn how to recognize cause-and-

effect relationihips ,ind use thow· to justify claims. A lot of

work A done at this level to understand and represent the rela-

11(inships b{,Iwi,•n qualititles that change

Midlevel (llth grade): How Is evidence used to justify conclu-

sions?

Midlevel studi,nts pend more time exploring relationships

among variables (i.e. is there a relationship between the hours

of TV l watch and my gracie% in 5chool?), representing those

relationhips, and making conclusions using data. At the

Midlevel, Mudents <ire using what they have learned during the

previous years and adding to it by exploring more complex rela-

tion'hips

Graduate (12th grade): How do we justify our solutions?

(,1.All.ill' uu(|ent i,re *ithesinng and formalizing the work

11[,1,4· 111,ough thelf in,ith experience. The focus 15 around creat

Ing matlirm,itic,il modelf (01 u,Ing math to expldin d problem

%,tu,ition),,n,ily,ing error ,1%50(1,)ted with their nlodel•k,.11}ply

Imi thi,ir Ir,irning to redl world fitiiation, proving their claims,

,wid twrnitici v.mcni• 11:oblent olving lechn,que, connected to

their explor,itionx

took a calculus course to

understand their secondary

mathematics education in

its entirety These questions

along with the evolution
presented above led me to

identify the three elements

outlined (they overlap in

many ways) and to support

the Integration of mathe-
matics with other disciplines

and within itself (distinct

mathematical fields are nat-

urally connected).

New Mission High

School Mathematics

Curriculum Structure

Essential Question of Course

1

Skills and Habits of Mind

(Learning Standards)

1

Topics
The most important quality
of the mathematics curricu

lum at NMHS is that it Vehicles (guided by the

provides opportunities for three Portfolio Strands:

the development of the mathematical model,

thought processes not only mathematical proof. and

needed to understand more problem-solving)

complex and pure mathe- 1
matics concepts, but also

useful in exploring and mak- Classwork, Homework,

Ing discoveries about other Class Activities

disciplines or other human

endeavors. learning how to
create and assess a mathe-

matical model allows a

student to test her/his ideas, to determine shortcomings or

limitations that arise from simplification, and to extract useful

results (by making predictions, extrapolating from the model)

from that same simplification. Through mathematjcai manipu-

lation of an original model, the student may find a unique

solution to a problem; she/he learns that reorganization, a
new perspective. or a small change in a variable could yield an

unexpected outcome, or even a contradiction. The? creation of

a math model in fact reflects the habits of mind embraced by

Coalition Schools; perspective, supposition, and connection,

three habits outlined at New Mission. are practiced when stu-

dents engage in this work.

.
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Rolanda Walker, Kadeisha Traofe. Bianka Santana, Rchard Phimps. Michek
tee, and Rashad Lewjs identjfy birds for an integfated biodivers,ty project

In dd<jition to the mathematical modeling strand, we recog-
ni/ed the importance of deductive reasoning skills, again
within the study of pure mathematics, and in connection to
everyday life. A mathematical proof depends on deduction; an
initial conjecture,5 made and tested, and a formal logical pro-
cr,dure developed and applied. When a etudent engages in
thlf procesf, she/he makvs d daim from ol,served patterns (or
more typic.illy, Is given dn Idea to prove), and organizes Infor
mation to determine the truth of the claim. He/she then 'digs
up' stored units of mathematical knowledge, piecing them
mqi,ther to build a valid argument. Logical symbols rnay even
Ix· accessed In order to render communication of subtle rela-

tionihipv morp effectivr Once a claim is proved, It too
1*romes accessible mathematical knowledge. Much as it hap
pens during the design of a mathematical model, a student's
habits of mind develop through the construction of a proof;
rvidence :s used at each Juncture as one premise builds on the
truth of thi. previous one.

The third (,1(,ment, problem·solving. complements the other

two strandi in providing opportunities for the development of
enential habits of mind. When students solve problems, they

lock for Bitti.r,35 as they explore what already exists and
imagine extensions or alternatives. Patterns are tested through

1}artlcular case, and gener,ilizations Are macie; through this
process, studpnts learn to use pictures, representational dia-
grams, and mathematical language to describe a wtuation.
Addition.illy, they make connections from one problem to

another, and often extend

their ideas to more complex
problems that arise in new

wtuations. Habits continue

to develop while kills
In November 2003, the CES

harpen and Ideas emerge.
Sin.11 k hooh Project

V\+ tontinile to work on
selected New Miswon High

b.ilancing the breadth ,indSchool as an Emerging
{1*.lith of the mathematicsMental khool. toi mole

Iliforinhition on the Small progrdmi the NMHS curricu

k h<)015 Plc}ject. vijit Ikim I. a work iii progress,

realized in different wayswww mwnt,JI*110015 org
within the four grade levels

In owi ,itteiiipt to decide
what we believe is Impor·

tant for our students to learn, we have designed a framework

that guides the work within our particular school setting. It

remains imperative that we find ways to measure the work

our students are producing against our intent. The analysis of

student data, including a close examination of student portfo-
lios, will continue to steer the refinement of the framework

and to help us close the gap between what teachers envision

for their students and what students are really learning and

understanding. Thus, the framework serves as a guide to
spearhead our work and to mindfully return to as we engage

our students in the learning process m

Roser M. Gine  a teacher, advisor, and mathematics curriculum coor-

dinator at New Mission High School in Roxbury. MA She is also a

leadership in Urban Schools doctoral student at the University of
Massachusetts, Boston She would hke to acknowledge the support

of Valerie Vasti. New Mission High Schoors Curriculum Coordinator

Gint can be reached at rgine@boston. k 12.ma.us

All of the photosin this article were taken by Elizabeth Chartier.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

CES National ts (urrently launching a national search for the second cohort of
CES Mentor Schoo We need your help m identifying schools that share our

common set of beliefs about the purpose and practice of schooling Based on
decades of research and practice. the CES principles call for all schools (0 offer·

-4 Per*)nallied and intellecgually vibrant Instruction to address individual needs
and interests

-* Small * hoot, and (tassroorT,5. where teachers and students know each

other well and work In an atmosphere of trust and high expectations

-I Multiple a.fes,ment, based on performance of authentic tasks

4 Democratic and equitable school policies and pracrice

-* Close partnerships with the Khooh commun,ty

-4 Eqi,itable Olitcomes for all Students

All nominees must also fit the following criteria:
-* The schooi population Is 400 or less

-4 The khool . eager to take on the respons,bdity of mentoring new or exist
Ing <E% Schot)15

4 The * hoot hai 1he organizational capacity to mthitand The additional
Arre„es Th# work will inrvitably bring

- + 1 he,chool must have a conwn,tmen t to continuous impro vement md regu
larly uses student achievement data to inform and drive change effort.

-+ The chool ha, d stable faculty and leadrrihip in place
1 The „hool ts forn,illy of will become tormally affiliated with a CES center or

CES n,grional at the bre of thet, application (visit our web„te www rs.en

ti.ilkhooli org tor Infoiniation on how to *ff#late)

We look 101.drd to rrcewing your norninattoris Forddd,lion.1 information
about the projeel and how to send your nomnnation visit our website on

www:„Int,al.hools org or email inquinles to mbenttez@essential.chool, org
Co Difector. Now and Mentor khools
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Samples of the Three Mathematical Elements at New C
Mission High Schook Mathematical Modeling,

 Mathematical Proof, and Problem-Solving
Mathematical Modeling
1. In Mower Gin#'5 Midlevel and Graduate classes thus year, stu-

dents have used math models and mathematical reasoning to

explain the impact of epidemics on the world's population

fvehicle:"Investigating Epidemics Through Mathematics"). The

yodl of thus project was to examine how different epidemics
have spread in order to make predictions using identified pat-

terns. Students applied their knowledge of exponential

functions to epidemiology After ri.searching a particular die-

,·aw: and gathi,ring Matistics, itudent, explored appropriate

matherriatical modok dnd analy/ed their 'goodness' against

thr, rf•,ility of thf. problem.

2. In a diff,·rent kind of math modeling project, "Studying
Conic St,rtion,", itudents In Roier Gines Midlevel and Gradu-

ati· (lasse; created pardbolic dishes, whispering galleries, and

thriq·-(jimen,ironal models of our galaxy. The projects were

guided by the following questions

How c.in we use the equations of tonie sections to create

real world objert£ that reflect true physical laws? What may

thi, imply,il>out our physical surroundings?

How r.In we ur,e evidence from our work to explain why
mathematical models are useful?

Sturlents who crf.iIi.d,# parabolic dish used the equations and

gr,iphs of paral)01.:6 and the location of their focus points to
r re,ite thu. inci(li.1,.ind showed how the Law of Reflection con-

tributes its function Students working on the 3-D models of

our g.il,ixy worked on creating appropriate scales to fit all
F).inpts in une model and used the eccentriciticM of the elliptl·

rail orl,It,, of thi. pl,inets to represent their paths. Students

who built whispi,ring g,illerle', us<,d the equation of an ellipse

and ,ilgebr.11<.illy located thi, focus points In order to show

Ilic, reflective qu,)11tles of their model.

Mathematical Proof

1. At th(, Foll,1(i.itions level, students engage in an Inductive

process of proof focused or the verification of a conjecture by

11,ittern (liwovery In a vehicle designed by Stephen Cirasuolo,

'Pytha(joir,In Tripli.ts," ftudents were presented with four

methods th. t inly or may not generate triplets. Their task wa,i
to explore whicli methods always work by conjecturing and

tigting (:1{11 litctht){f fc), iti validity This probleni allowed dif

Icirni elitry pol,Its for ill'dent•, th(>si. who chose could write
mwl,1.11{ plook while others coulci dellnedle their Inductive

.,11111(Lith by pre#C'llting (ine•. trte(1

2. In her Midlevel class, Roser Gine integrated a unit on Logic

and the study of trigonometry in a land-surveying project
Students worked on a project that included writing a mathe-
matical proof of the Law of Sines, and then applied the Law

of fines and the Law of Cosines in their mapping of the

school's surroundings. They first verified the theorem through

an enactive process, and followed that by constructing a valid
symbolic proof

Problem-Solving

1. At the inquiry level, Heather Cabrera and Abby Paske

engaged students in problem solving when they investigated
'Egg Safety " Students designed and created paper cars that

would prove "crashworthy" as they carried eggs and pro-

tected them against crashes into a wall. Participation in this

project he[ped students develop skills in measuring, scaling,

estimating, solving equations, graphing. and using data to

Justify their results. The students also explored concepts in

physics as they determined the force that a car would have to

survive in order to protect an egg.

2. In their yearong study of urban ecology, students at the

Foundations level work on proJects in their exploration of the

essential questions, "How can we obtain evidence to Justify
conclusions? How can we find out if our watershed is

healthy?" One of the projects scheduled for implementation

this year by Elizabeth Chartier and Stephen Cirasuolo chal

lenges students to determine the amount of water that has

entered the Muddy River watershed through precipitation.

Students create and design their own plan for investigation

while they develop their understanding of mathematical and

scientific processes. As they proceed with this real-world prob

lem, students explore three questions: "What do I know?
What do I want to find out? What can I introduce?" With the

guidance from their science and math teachers, they develop

a real understanding of measurement and dimension while

gaining skills in data collection and learning to make informed
decisions.

.
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 Resources for Conceptualizing the Curriculum and
Teaching Particular Math Units

The Core-Plus Mathematics Project (CPMP), published by

Everyday Learning in Chicago, illinois. Thif is a National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) funded integrated mathematics
curriculum project that provides lots of ideas for student

investigation. It has provided me with Interesting class activi-
ties that complement the portfolio strands

Functions Modeling Change. a book by Connelly, Hughes-
Hallett, 61(wson et al; published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc,
Thus text emerged from collaboration among professors at
Harvard University and has been used by college professors
interested in revising higher education in mathematics, and
addressing current '.tudent needs, The authors also wrote Cal-
cutus-Single Variable, 2nd edition. a text that contains

more applications than most calculus textbooks. It was a
product of the Consortium at Harvard University, funded by
the National Science Foundation, published by John Wiley &
Sons, 1998 Both of these have provided ideas for my own
courses, particularly around mathematical modeling and
appropriate applications of functions.

The Workshop Mathematics Project, published by Key Col-
11·9,· PiR,liehing I h,ive used their pre-calculus book,
Workshop Precalculus, and their statistics book, Workshop

Statistics. Both have given me some interesting examples and
dppltrations to modify for my own classes. These books
(liverge from traditional texts In that they provide more
h,brlds-(in,]ctivitle& to engrige students

On the Shoulders of Giants: New Approaches to Numer-

acy, .1 book edited by Lynn Stien/National Research Council
and published by the National Academy of Sciences in 1990.
This book has been an invaluable resource in thinking about
the strands big picture ideas.

The Systemic Initiative for Montana Mathematics and Sci-
ence (SIMMS), an NSF funded curricular project developed by
the Mont.ma Council of Teachers of Mathematics and pub-
lished by (Simon & Schuster Custom Publishing, 1998).
Interesting ideas spiraling through many mathematics fields.
Not too much on skill development for students but provides
nice expenments and activities.

The Interactive Mathematics Project (IMP), another NSF
funded pioject, published by Key Curriculum Press. The books
provide units that are revisited at different points throughout
the students' experience over three years. Schools that use
thri and some of the other NSF funded projects typically are

It.,Ined ipe< Ifically for Ilic.Ir Implement.ition; our school uses
these more as rev,uries for ideas

Mathematics: Modeling Our World, a project developed by

The Consortium for Mathematics and Its Applications

(COMAP); offers many ideas for teaching mathematical model-

ing/real-world applications

Contemporary Precalculus through Applications, a publical
tion of the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics,

published by Janson Publications, Inc., 1991. Inspiring collabo-

ration between a high school and Duke University. Many

interesting ideas and well-organized text. The last section In

the book provides projects that Integrate scientific. social. and

ethical problems with mathematics. Very good resource.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics publishes year-

books that inform emerging ideas in math education. The

journal, Mathematics Teacher, is also published by NCTM -

very interesting and useful, giving specific problems to be
used in classrooms.

Thinking Mathematically, by Mason, Stacey and Burton,
published by Prentice Hall, 1961. This has been useful in scaf-

folding the Problem Solving portfolio strand over the four-
year student experience. It outlines phases involved in solving
problems.

Problem-Solving, by the School Mathematics Project and

published by Cambridge University Press. Much like Thinking

Mathematically, it outlines meta-cognitive phases used in solv-
ing math problems.

The Nuts and Bolts of Proofs, by Antonella Cupillari, pub-

lished by the Academic Press 2001. Delineates methods of

proof along with examples.

Knowing and Teaching Elementary Mathematics, by Liping

Ma, LEA Publishers, 1999. Interesting connections among

mathematics taught in China and mathematics taught in the
US.

Why Math?, by R.D. Driver. Published in 1984 by Springer-
Verlag. Very accessible publication; encourages deeper

thinking about why math is important.

Understanding by Design, Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe,
published by ASCD, 1998. This source has helped the school
in curriculum design by formulating essential questions and

"planning backwards."

-Roser Ginu
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Maki ng Math
Personal: Meaning
in Mathematics for

Teachers and

Students

by Jill Davidson

Wildwood math teacher Michael Conway listens to 8 10th grade student

\A/hen mathematics students and teachers are able to

deepen their relationships with the curriculum and with

each other, they are more likely to teach and learn in ways

that promote sustained, connected, meaningful understand-

ing. Stories of teachers' engagement with their own

curriculum through mathematics discourse, students' con-

nection with teachers through personalized pedagogy, and

students' commitment to the curriculum through personally

meaningful research and opportunities for revision illustrate

some ways that Coalition and other like-minded schools are

making math personal.

.



. Teachers' Relationships with the Curriculum and with Each Other

Responding to unsatisfactory 2001 district-wide math scores, Shelley Schneider, Asystant Super-
intendent of Curriculum and Instruction for the Millville, New Jersey schools. turned to the
Center for Effective School Practices (CESP), New Jersey's CES regional center Schne,der focused
her attention on strategically improving teaching, knowing that ultimately improved test scores
can be a side effect of instruction that is flexible, mathematically rich, and student-cer,tered.
"What we really want is to see our students thinking at a higher level," said superintendent
Schneider "We wdnt our students to be productive in their world. Math Is all around us. The
best gift we can give our students is to feel comfortable and competent."

CESP mathematics coach Shelly Berman responded with an offer to observe teaching and design
professional development that would create more meaningful learning At Millville's Lakes,de
Middle School, Berman's coaching centered on improving classroom discourse about math.
"Discourse 1% what you do as a teacher to help the kids make mathematical meaning out of
tasks," explains Berman, "If kids are rolling a die 1,000 times, It doesn't mean much, but if you
put in the right prompts and ask the right questions, they begin to find sense and significance."
DIscourse In math classrooms makes thinking and meaning public, allowing students to connect
math,·matical language with their own vernacular Mathematics discourse also allows teachers
opportunities. for multiple informal assessments to check students' understanding. Rich mathe-
matics di,course in claisrooms depends on teachers' flexibility with the material; different
students will learn at different rates and connect with the big ideas within the curriculum in
various ways, and leacher% need considerable aptitude and skills to create context in such con-
structivist environments

Now in his 3,·cond yciar of modeling mathematical discourse and focusing on supporting tech-
mques, BI,rman says "1'm seeing Lakeside teachers asking more questions, resisting the habit of
giving away answers for free. They're using prompts, practicing wait time, doing groupwork,
rind hrlping kids under%tand that though it feels fun, math time really is not social time. Most
Importantly. they dre modeling thinking, they're making thinking visible." Lakeside's example
demonurates that (ES peclagogy of teacher as coach student as worker characterizes effective
classroom discoure

As te.rchi,r, begin to engage with mathematics in deeper and more complex ways, they also
may confront more directly their own attitudes about mathematics. Genuine ardor is conta-

glol,%: in mdny r_Ii,isrooms, students benefit greatly from teachers' love of math. But sometimes,
tedchers struggling with thrir own anxietles may Inadvertently transmit ingrained dislike or fear

of mdth John Belcher, a program associate and math coach at the Center for Collaborative Edu-
r,}tion'f Syitemic. Initiative in Mathernatic$ and Science Education, focuses his work with

liwcher, on helping them identify where their own weaknesses limit students "Your own famil-
I,Irity with thi, (ontent places d LE.Iling on where students can go," Belcher observes. "Your
under<.landing of the content and what it connects to - horizontally within math and vertically

,)cross the disciplines - is an active, ongoing, dynamic
process."

Math coaches like Belcher or CESP's Shelly Berman can help

teacher'i increase their own mastery and comfort within the
RE[ATED RESOURCE range of mathematics that they teach. Additionally, coaches

can help teachers refine their teaching techniques as they
for an In-depth analysis of

adopt curriculum frameworks that move from projects and
digcourse at work In

exploration to specific skills. The time-honored CES tradition
mathematics classrooms,

. of teacher collaboration also supports teachers as they trans-
along with video illustra-

form and refine their practices.
lions, see "Encouraging

Mathematical Thinking· Along with coaches, teachers supporting each other are their
[)13courw .Iround a Rich own bost alll<4 In ,)dapting and refining their teaching to

Problem" by The Mdth in.iximve discourw and create curriculum and conditions for

lomm' Bridging Rese.irch project-b.Ked. constructivist math learning. In The Teaching

aln(1 Pi,i<tiu, Group at Gap. Beht Ideas from the World'% Teachers for Improving Edu-

c dfion in the C/.15.woom, James W. Stigler and James Hiebert
www.in,ittilorum orq/brap

,indly7e d.,ta from the 1999 Trends in International Matheniat
/wrap/index html

ic, and Science Study and other research efforts, concluding
th,it nic,thrin,,tic, and sclence teaching benefits from methods

that turn p 1(litioner knowledge (what teachers know works

NCTM Standards for Teaching
Mathematics: Discourse

In 1991. the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics released

the Professional Standards for

leaching Mathematics, wh,ch

pushed the profession to develop
a more constructivist and student-

centered approach. Two of the six
Professional Standards center on

discourse

Standard 2: The Teachers' Rot(

in Discourse

The teacher of mathematics

should orchestrate discourse by-

- posing questions and tasks that
elicit, engage, and challenge each

student's thinking.

- listening carefully to students'
ideas,

- asking students to clarify and
justify their ideas orally and in
writing

--• deciding what to pursue in

depth from among the ideas
that students bring up during a
discussion;

- deciding when and how to
attach mathematical notation and

language to students' ideas,

- deciding when to provide infor-
mation, when to clarify an issue,
when to model, when to lead, an(

when to let a student struggle
with a diHiculty,

-+ monitoring students' participa

tion in discussions and deciding
when and how to encourage each
student to participate,

Standard 3: The Students'

Role in Discourse

The teacher of mathematics

should promote classroom dis-
course in which students-

--• listen to, respond to, and ques-
tion the teacher and one another;

-* use a variety of tools to reason,
make connections, solve problems,

i and communicate,

-• initiate problems and questions;

-+ make conjectures and present
solutions;

-.explore examples and counterex

amples to investigate a conjecture,

1 try to convince themselves and
one another of the validity of par-

ticular representations, solutions,
conjectures, and answers;

" rely oil mathematical evidence

and argument to determine
validity.

See http://standards.nctm.org for

links to these standards along
with supporting material, exam-

ples, vignettes, and background
Information.
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Examples of Hands-On
Math Labs at Eastlake

High School's Extended

Core Program

Jane Hunter and her col-

leagues use labs, with
focusing essential questions,

to arrange experiences that

create meaningful mathemal

1$ learning. Here, a series of

labs deigned to be run multi·

pie lima by teams of

student% m order to produce,

data sf,K.

Barbie Bungee Jumping Lab
(Linear Model). E<.sential

Question: How many rubber

h,inds will it take for Barbie to

have thi· best Candi wafe,t)

iump of her life off the bal·

cony? Irs what you Imagine·

B,irble dolli diving and

41·,( r.,)C#Irl(;

lid rossing Lab (Quadratic

Model). Lisential Question.

What ·,IR lid will not hit any
edges of the one foot-square

t,le; 40% of the timei Stu

dents tov. several round lid<.

of varied dlimeter, onto a

square tiled cldssroom floor

Volume Lab (Cubic Model)

I switldl Quetion: 1% there d

r(·lationship between the

height of.i pyramid and the
volume of water it can holdP

Chemistry lab beakers repre

'wnt pyramid, in this series of

trial%

24 17*·u:'

In their classrooms) into professional knowledge (the public sharing and documentation of col-
lected experience and wisdom). Collaborative structures such as critical friends groups, teacher
research focused on essential questions, and lesson study - a collaborative curriculum refinement
process on which Stigler and Hiebert focus - all serve to create sustained professional knowledge
for improved mathematics teaching and learning. (For more on the concept and practice of lesson
study, se, the Resources section. page 18.)

Students' Relationships with Teachers

Erin Levine still can't believe that she succeeded m calculus during her senior year at Sammamish,
Washington's Eastlake High School. While her mathematics mastery Is due to a number of factors,
especially her own hard work, Levine attributes her accomplishment to her relationship with Jane
Hunter, her math teacher for her three years at Eastlake Levine was part of Eastlake's Extended
core Program (ECPJ, a school-within-a-school of 120 students In grades 10-12. Each grade level of
forty attends das.ses in small groups. studying an integrated curriculum with a team of teachers.
The teaching team often loops with the students for the three years of ECP, creating the condi
tion% for teachers and learners to know each other exceptionally well. After her sophomore year,
Hunter encouraged Levine to accelerate her mathematics studies. Levine, quick to say, "1'm not a

math person.' was reluctant but accepted the challenge, succeeding with more challenging math
curriculum "Ms. Hunter knew I could do it." Levine recalls.

Jdne Hunter also believes that her students' persistence and skills result in great measure from per-
,onal bonds. "Being able to teach these kids for three years is the most Incredible thing I've done
in my life. IKids stick it out because they love me and love being with each other. And they learned
a lot of math along the way. Many of them, like Erin, did math senior year though they didn't
have to " Certainly, Hunter'$ warm personality and the small-scale design of Eastlake's ECP pro-
gram created foundations for the kind of personalized approach that fostered students' desire to
stick to it and do well, making it possible for them to leave high school with the math skills that
predicate success in future academic and professional endeavors

Hunter and other Eastlake ECP teachers are finding other benefits In their transformed curriculum,
which fe. turn Inten,ive cross-subject Integration and an experiential, project-based approach. "1
have felt for a long time that if there lsn't a personal connection or buy in, teaching discrete skills
domn't mean much," says Hunter. "Kids have heard us say far too often, 'You'll see the applica-
tion for this someday.' With us, all of the skills and concepts come from the labs; the students
have more connection and more buy-In." Reflecting on her years of mathematics teaching, Hunter

%03% the project-based approach as a profound shift, noting that she - and most math teachers -
bafed their curriculum around traching explicit skills, hoping to pull in applications to boost rele-
v,ince when possible. Now, Hunter says, she and other Eastlake ECP teachers teach from hands-on
experience, meaningfully contextualliing the skills and concepts outlined by district, state, and
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) standards.

Students' Relationship with the Curriculum: Projects,
Interdisciplinary Connections, Politics, and Revision

At Wildwood Jeconcldry School, ,1 326-%tudent independent middle and high school in Los

Angeles, te,w her Mike Conw,iy 15 also feeling the effects of a forceful shift in his mathematics

prd,lgogy ,1, the Wildwood mathematics faculty create% a project-centered curriculum, Conway
iwid 111% Colll'.igues dre in a new school - Wildwood's secondary campus opened in 2000 and will
gradu,ite its first w,nior dass in 2004 - and have the opportunity to craft a new vision of mathe-

niatics trac.hing and learning "The bigge,t shift from my prior teaching experience is that I

h.ive the chance to Mep away from the numbers and equations and look instead at understand-
ing," refirch Conw,iy. "Before, math was all about delivering content. and now it's about

r i i ,,1.1114 h,11)11% 1  r 1,11) 4, 5 1 ll(|C' 111 1 to linder St.111 (3 (()11{ P[)t% "

Wililwocid'; ninth gr.Hip in.ith sti,(1(.nts focus on bring organ,/ed and clearly showing work.
111(.w h,11)11, rit,ililifh th{. 1),)51% kil ,i in,istrry of mathematical language and make it possible to
work ('11(Y ltvrly iii groups Wildwood's in,ithem,itics ped.gogy is organized around groupwork,

,mil th,0 coll.11(ii,itivi, i,mph,1.1% (11%%(ilvig ftuil(,111·,' self perceptions ai "good" or "bad" at math
Whi,n .1 11121111,rl of itudent; wolk togrthel on ,) project, they experience a wider range of
uppi,itili,11,49 101 ,)ciumpillihinrnt "A, ,) tr,I(her, I help them fee their strengths,- says Conway.
Il you ali, ,, 50( 1,11,ind voc,1111(.iM{}n, thi,fi you will help other students get the wording Just

11(iht. M,iybi th,it veil),11 prnon won'l 1),1 tlir fir,t otic. to discover the concept. but the verbal

RELATED RESOURCE

Horace 8.3, "Math and Sci-

ence in the Essential

School" portrays the bene-

fits and the obstacles

Inherent in integrating

math and science; includes

examples of several success-

fully integrated math and

science programs.

www essentialschools org/cs

/resources/view/ces res/165

.
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person r, 11:C ) learning the math. That's small school stuff, in
ord,·r to do thus, you have to know your students really well."

In .iddition to credting a project·based curriculum, Wild-

wood'% mathernatics faculty 15 8150 working on creating
interdisciplinary connections. The World War I Probability Pro-
lert asks students reading Erich Maria Remarque's A# Quiet on

the Western front to design a simulation that, through 200
trials, explores thc, probability that an individual at the front
would he killed, wounded. taken prisoner/go missing, or
r·scapp harm. Studi.nts work in pairs, designing the simula-
lion, performing trials and recording results in a frequency
t.ible ,ind,1 histogram, and preeenting the results visually and
orally. As Wildwood's project-based approach evolves, Conway
hopes to bullrl ome addlhonal "real world" community-based
datd (011(·(tion and analysi, projecte at all levels of Wild-
wood'% w#condary curriculum

For teacher'i like Conway seeking to move their project-based

curricula beyond traditional, ",afe" areas of study, Eric Gut-
%trin. p.irt timp middle school math teacher and Associate

Profigfor of M.th Education at the University of Illinois-
C hic,igo, wggr51% that u%eful projects come from students'

lives and experience,. Al their primarily Latino, urban middle

·,chool, C,utsteln and hus students did a project entitled "Mort-
(Jage Login - 15 Racism d Factor?- in which they analyzed

mortgage rejection rates for African American. Latino/a. and

white applicants. Explaining

the motivation for the prol

oct, Gutste.In notes, "These

kids had experiences of

RELATED RESOURCE home desiring, the issue of

housing and home owner
In "Home Buying While

ship is central in people's
Black or Brown," (Rethink-

live, " Gutstein affirms and

4'2, Sdym#., *Jimm 1,8,
rml)r,)(r% thr overtly politi

No 1 hUi 2003) Eric (mt
c,11 naturr of the project. "If

51(,Iii document; his
wr'd done it more blandly,

Mwlentb' nicirtgdge rate
if we'(1 studied other. 1235

hl 1%111 Prow< t, controversial statistics, it still

www rethinking·idwds.wg/.1 would h, ve bern rich math

rchive,'18 01/browl 81.shlml eni,itit% But then Vicients

woill(]1't r'eallze that nidth

le .i tool that cati afwlyze

politic.,1 re.illties, .ind they

page 1 15

don't become prepared to

use math to think about

deeper questions."

Eastlake High School's Jane RELATED RESOURCE

Hunter suggests that allow-
Horace 152, 'Math Pro-

ing opportunities for
grams· reviews a range of

revision Is another way for
math resources that sup-

students to connect more
port critical thinking and

meaningfully to the cumcu
deep mathematical under-

lum. Eastlake has a policy of
standing.

allowing students to retake
math tests - a one-time w¥m. essentia[schools.org/cg

option that requires teach- resources/view/ces_res/91 #2

ers to create two versions of

each test. Students must be

completely current with

class project work and

homework, and they must accept the second test's result.

Retesting and rescoring is a lot of work, acknowledges Hunter,
especially with the essay-laden assessments that she uses. But
the retake policy, she says, "allows students the ability to

learn from mistakes Kids come back from college and say

that they really understand because they were able to more

deeply engage with the content and skills. I can see that it

really makes a difference cognitively."

Mike Conway agrees with the revision approach, especially in
classrooms where students know themselves and their learn-

ing styles well. Wildwood's curriculum leaves room for

re-entry and refocusing as projects evolve. "When there's no
opportunity for revision. you either get It or you don't. You're

not given ati opportunity to build understanding." Conway

continues, "Revising makes students stop saying, '1'm no

good; I can't do this' and helps them starting saying, 'How

am I going to work on this? Try harder? Collaborate? Use dia-

grams because I am a visual person? Build a model because I

am more kinesthetic?' Allowing revision gives opportunities

for success. It turns things around in a math class right away."

Personalized Math Depends on Teacher Autonomy

Coalition schools trust teachers to create learning environ-

ments that encourage investigation, discovery, discourse, and

revision while balancing the demands of standards-based cur-

ricula Educators who deeply know both their students and

the curriculum are able to capitalize on teachable moments,

merging discovery with the progression of skills and concepts

that they aim to cover

Teacher autonomy also creates the conditions for the develop-

ment of structured project-based curricula, which compel

students to learn actively, Increasing their chance to engage

in meaningful and enduring ways. When teachers have the

time. structures, and support to work collaboratively as

professionals. refining the curriculum and their pedagogy,

they are able to transform personal knowledge into their

school's cache of professional expertise about how to teach

for understanding. m
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City Schools * i
American Dream
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City Schools and the

American Dream:

Reclaiming the Promise
of Public Education,

by Pedro Noguera (Teachers

College Press, 224 pages,

$19 95) Reviewed by

Lisette L6pez

 ducators who seek tomake a difference in the

lives of students face

tremendous challenges
Pedro Nogue,a

working in urban public

schools that are under

resourced and

over burdenivj In resporse, Pedro Noguera maps out his

vision of hope and pragmatism m City Schools and the Ameri

can Dream. Building on his i,xperience as a former teacher,
;chool board member, parent, dctivist, researcher, and Execu

tive Asslitant to a former mayor of Berkeley, CA, Noguera's

City Schook provides a grounded analysis of how social forces

undermine the quality of urban schools and the achievement

of %tudents of color Noguera as,>crts that to meet the promise

and Bnd the pi·rpc•tual cr,%15 of public city schools, we must

directly ,(Icress the social context of urban education How-

r•ver, unllk{, many othi.rs who have written on urban school

r,form, Nogur•r.i'· call for Khools to create partnerships that
help providc· wicial wrvices and address urban conditions is

only the surfact· of h,5 argument.

On balan(e, (tty Schoo/s rs committed to showing how

poverty, low social etatui, rackil ftereotypes, and other

inequillus not only affect children's needs and the resources
,ivallable in their communities, but also translate into low

polltic.il and social (lout Noguera Illustrates how this means

wimr parents have, the ability to control the quality of their
children'% c.duc,ition and some don't. Whether due to stereo

tyrici .,boul which f.)milies cari. about education, to the ability

to chciow ,1 private school when you are dissatisfied with your

public school, to the privilege to hire a lawyer in a dispute

rr,garcling your child. or to thr power to press the district to

keep your whool from getting shutdown more a ffluent

f,Imilles uw wh,It Nogiter,7 refers to as "social capital" to have

grc·,iter control over their local schools. Noguera asserts the

need to find ways to (Insure that 1// f,imilic.9 are able to hold

schools accountable for responsive, quality, teaching. Accord-

ing to City Schools, ,)cldresting the social context involves

remaking relationships of accountability to empower currently

marginalin.d families and communities.

Through his analysis of the Bay Area, Noquera illustrates how

C itirf ,1 11(1 rlitm te (1011'1 pow'55 *)(Lai power atid we.1*th
rvenly Ili views thi; is .1 iptiti.,1 c,1,t,*cle to reform and

,„454 th.It ,ill ac 15 of reform, however big or small, "niuM be

Ii,10,71 rin .I willingrie%. to engage in a process of chance that

,)im•. al tr.„i,forming rel,itionhip% between thow who have

pown ®111(1 thoic• who do not. Unles, th,5 tran,formation

..

r--4

occurs, It 15 unlikely that even ambitious reforms w,11 lead to

lasting change." This analysis is one of the critical contribu-
tions City Schools makes to the dialogue on school reform

Some might call Noguera's overall agenda a radical one But
he goes to great pains to define himielf as a "pragmatic opti-
mist" And C/ty Schools forwards an argument clearly directed
at progressives within the educational arena· our commitment
to address the social context of schooling must be practical,
not ideological, geared toward whatever ultimately will work
for children. In his perspective "we must figure out how to
work within the limits of what is possible at this historical

moment the challengers to figure out how to be heard and
taken seriously within debates over policy, rather than being
content with the Irrelevance that comes from being comfort-
ably planted on the margins with other critics."

City Schook ts an important read for those who want to
expand on the successes of some urban CES schools. How do

CES educators find ways to keep to what is "essential" . the
central task of teaching and learning - while addressing what
Noguera articulates is fundamental - the environment and
social and political context of a community the affects how
students learn and whether schools are consistently and
appropriately responsive. To close the racial achievement gaps
that persist even in CES schools. though they may be smaller

than in comprehensive urban schools, it is imperative that we
continue to ask ourselves how a community's race, class, and

social context affects the implemetitation of personalization,
democracy and equity

City Schoots might be dissatisfying to someone looking for

specific answers and remedies As Noguera himself states, the

book is an "exploration" to "uncover lessons" on how some

urban schools tried to deal with constraints. The power of City

Schools lies in Noguera's humane, respectful, and Impassioned
perspective. We must meet the needs of communities and

improve the conditions that impair the ability of schools to

educate. But we also must respect the place public schools

have in communities and find ways to make them account-
able to the families that send their children there.

Most of those who have the calling to work in urban schools
need to understand the context of their students' realities.

They also need to have their passion and drive nurtured and
rekindled. This book feeds the urban educator's need for

insight and purpose. It will not leave practitioners with

detailed strategies for use in their classrooms, or with a tried

and proven list of reforms for administrators, it but will leave

them more hopeful, better informed and better equipped for
their daily mission.

Lisette L6pez is a member of the CES National mentor and

new Khools project team. For the last six years she has inte-

grated action research, policy advocacy, and capacity building

to help schools, youth programs and neighborhood agencies

respond positively and equitably to diverse students

.
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Letters to the Next

President: What We Can

Do About the Real Crisis

in Public Education, edited

by Carl Glickman, foreword by

Bill Cosby (Teachers College

Pre55. 288 pages $14.95),
reviewed by Jill Davidson

I fly kRS H) THE
Ni'.rl Pp.1·51111\1

L ,·tters to the Next Presidentgathers fifty voices · par-

ents, a superintendent, eighth

grade Native American stu

dents, a fint-grade teacher, a

wnior-class prewdent, nationally

known education reform leaders, a middle school assistant

principal, univerwty profeori United States senators and
rf.prosentativ/s, a prison inmate · that offer ins,ight into the
accomplishments and the tragedies of our public schools and
ccill for specific leadership for change.

rhough their passions and perspectives differ vastly - encom-
pawmg advocacy for the needs of African American students,
rural xchools, arts in the curriculum, afterschool programs,
,chool funding reform, and more - the letter writers offer con-
sistent widom about the best course for executive national

le·.idership for iystemic improvement. Fund schools equitably

,ind properly. Employ and reward high quality, professional,
expi,rienu·d, culturally competent teacherv. Give students
bookf, meaningful curricula. and clean. well-maintained places
to learn. Assess studenti, whools, and the larger system on
multiple measures, honoring teachers' Judgments. Support

%!udents' and families' health and safety outside of school.
Build a system that guarantees two-way accountability

letters to the Next President i. a powerful chorus for all civic
and community and le,iden, for anyone who wants to under-

staric| trdightforward ways to beat back the d,irk

undercurrents that prevent our children's tide from rising. In

hui introduclion, Glickman describe "a strange combination

of feir and optimism' that rung through the letters Indeed, a

thread that ties a number of powerful letters is the observa-

lion th«,1 fearmongering 15 among the most destructive things

a le,Ider can do, as it gives the wholesale impression that

schools care truly dysfunctional and hopeless places. At the

wme time, Letters repeatedly remiti(15 us of the powerful

good for which vchooling ts re,ponsible

There''5 nothing universally true to be said about our at.

rxtremes educational fystem Thi contributors' examples of

Irkily transform,itional pofitive change as a result of schools

,irc the re,ult of this particular teacher, that particular school.
Iii,it' 3 how It work, ch,ing,) Ii,ippens when we c<in cre.itc

1.ting I,enefits .it the Ind,vidu,Il, personal Irvel. Leader and

pillticularly oill vic.Xt pre1(|c.nt should read these voices and

r.,iry ,;way the m.incl.)11 to .ict to support our schools firian-

Ii,dly, (te,iti, sy,ti.11,0 th,It :iri. designed to in,iximize the good

wi, c,m do one .,nothrr,mci prrham most of all, honor the
(lifficult, life ch,inging work of trachers and Mudents

Teaching the Restless:
One School's Remarkable

No-Ritalin Approach to

 Helping Children Learn
and Succeed, by Chris

TEACHINGTH[ Mercogliano (Beaconl Press,

RESTLESS reviewed by Jill Davidson

256 pages, $25001

Ose Schoolk Reaarkable
p hris Mercogliano has

to Helli,g Cbildrel .0 taught at the urban,
1*:arn ,m:' 5, irt; ed independently funded

Albany Free School for thirty
ri,i *,irGild,1

years. The Free School. with

fifty or so students ranging

in age from two to fourteen, provides a physical and social
environment that allows students, In close contact with teach-

ers and other caring adults, to create their own paths to
learning. Mercogliano sorts the Free School's students into
two groups. half would likely thrive anywhere. and the other
half would likely self-destruct anywhere else. Teaching the
Restless tells the stories of several students in this latter

group, students likely, ,n more confined and structured class-
rooms, to be described as attention-deficit disordered and

compelled to take biopsychiatric drugs such as Ritalin.

Mercogliano describes the Free School as structured around

the idea that "happy childien are ready learners and are
intrinsically sociable"; the Free School creates conditions for
that happiness to evolve, bringing nurturing, validation, and
accountability to the community to bear on each student's

self-directed learning. Not without some anxiety, teachers, stu-
dents, and parents abandon grades and schedules, trusting
that some children learn to read atage three and others at

age ten - and that no such -measurable" learning can happen

before children feel accepted, engaged, and able to regulate
their own responses.

As students enter the Free School, which requires them to be

drug-free and which allows them to choose their own activi-

ties while holding them strictly accountable for their behavior
toward teachers and peers, most children slowly, but steadily,

find equilibrium and start learning. At various points, parents

and kids themselves express concern about their literacy and
numeracy progress; Mercogliano notes the particular worries

of an African American boy's mother as she watches her six-

year old son William's lack of reading progress even as he

stabilizes emotionally. Some of those worries seeped into my

consciousness even as I was rooting for William to find his

emotional roots first so he could then start decoding and

understanding.

the Free School made me consider anew what a good school

can look like; most schools are unlikely to emulate its prac-

tices. but nearly all personalized and student-centered schools

will reconj,der their own policies and practices in light of Mer-

cogliano's passionate description of the fusion of freedom

and accountability required to set young minds free.
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Horace, the quarterly journal of the Coalition of Essential Schools (CES), is published by CES
National. Horare combines educational research with "hands-on" resources and examples of

innovative practices from CES schools around the country

Visit the CES National website at www.essentialschools.org to read Horace Issues from 1988

through the present. The staff of CES National invites your comments and contributions to
Horace via the CES Interactive area of our website or at the contact information below

Coalition of Essential Schools

They Codlition of inential Schor)15, founded in 1984 by Theodore Sizer. is dedicated to creating

and wstaining equitable, Intellectually vibrant, personalized schools and to making such schools
the norm of American public education The CES national office is in Oakland, CA, with nineteen
CFS *·(tvon,11 cE,nters acmu the country

CES schooh hare a common M of beliefs about the purpore and practice of schooling, known
as The CES Common Principles Based on decades of research and practice, the principles call for
all schools to offer

Peronali/ed instruction to ,iddress individual needs and Interests

Small schools drid (lawooms, where teachers and students know each other well

and work in an atmoiphere of truM and high expectations

Multiple assessments based on performance of authentic tasks

- Equitable outcomei for %tudents

-* Democratic governance practices

Close partnerships with the school's community

We aim to credle a system that refuses to rank and sort students, and that. Instead, treats each

child as a precious bc·ing with gre,it gifts to be nurtured and supported.

Our work supporti thu· creation and susteriance of large numbers of individual schools that

fully enact CES principles schools that emphasize equity. personalliation, and intellectual
vilit.incy. These schools can serve as models to other Khools and demonstrations to the public

that It n posilble to re imagine rducation

In addition to individual 5(hools, we also need to create the conditions under which whole

fyitivins of schools will bnome equitable, personalized, and Intellectually vibrant. To affect

these whole g%tems, CES National supports regional centers as they develop the capacity

to aid schooli and to Influence school districts and states. We seek to influence wider public

opinion and policy-makers to develop policy condition, conducive to the creation and suste-
nance of schools that enact CES principles.

Plea*r visit our wob site at www essential5chools org for more information on CES National,

our ,iffili,ited regional centers, and affiliated schools. Interested schools, organizations, and
individu<ils are Invitrd to the website for more information about affillating with CES National.

CESNational

1814 Ii,mklin Stir(,1, Sulte /00

0,1kl.ind, Cal,forni.i 94612

11·|ly,|1(,lit' 410433.1451

1.1+ 510.433 1455

V.Ineff.7 (oliman rind Kdthy Simon

Co Executive Directors

Jill D,ividson

Horace rditot

idavid,on@Desentialchools.org

D .
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RESOURCES

Making Math Personal
The Math Forum

Drexel University'£ Math Forum ts the best place to go for a
deep, multi-perspective immersion in issues connected to

mathematics teaching and learning. In addition to an
astoundingly large sweep of interactive opportunities for
tedchers, re,earchers, parents, and students, the Math Forum
features Problems of the Week (math challenges available to

a, some with online mentoring assistance, and with extra
support servicm for subscribing Math Forum members), Ask
Dr. Math, vast inventories of tools, a "Teacher2Teacher" intor-

mation exchange program, and a fantastically informative
Intc·rnet Mathematics Library. Particularly relevant to the focus
of th,5 iswe of Hordre n the work of the Math Forum'·

Bridging Research and Practice Group's "Encouraging

Mathematical Thinking Discourse around a Rich Problem"
videopaper, ut http //mathforum org/brap/.

www.mathforum.com

TERC

TER('5 mission is to research and promote meaningful teach-

ing and learning In mathematics, science, and technology.
Most of TERC'% research projects are school-based, and its cur-

riculum, studies, professional development materials, semi-

annual newsletter, and multifaceted web site are grounded in

the rfelities of teaching and learning, CES affiliates may be

particularly Interested in the archived proceedings of the Third

Annual Conference on Sustainability of Systemic Reform, an

online conference produced as a culmination of a three-year

project funded by the National Science Foundation to study

"Supporting and Underst.inding Sustainability in Local

Systemic Change." Rooted in math and science education but

encompassing wider arenas of education change, the online

record of the conference - particularly Deborah Loevvenborg

Ball's keynote address - presents a fascinating, school-based
perspective

www. terc.edu

Third Annual Conference on Sustainability of Systemic

Reform: http://sustainability2003.terc.edu/

National Council for Teachers of Mathematics

Principles and Standards for School Mathematics

The Notional Council for Teachers of Mathematics' Principles

and Standards, now in their third iteration, has strongly influ
enced the use of standaids in curriculum and assessment in

math c 1,1Mroom•, n,itionwide {irnerally 0peaking, the NCTM

M,ind.mli lww. lieen welcomed,ind enbrdced by the

"reform" m.,thrni.Itics tr, ching community and have func-

tioned persuaMvely for morr integrated, construdivist, equi-

t,ible curriallum. NCTM often a vast pioduct line centered

.imiind the St,ind,ird, 'lht, Elec tronic Prinuples and Standards

website offers their content and much more online. The

Illuminations website offers lesson plans, learning tools. and

other resources to help teachers align curriculum with the
standards. While NCTM requires membership to view the pub-
lished standards (most schools and/or districts are members,

and many already have printed versions of the Principles and
Standards). its website offers many other resources free of

charge
www.nctm.org

Electronic Principles and Standards:

http://standards.nctm.org/

Illuminations. http://illuminations.nctm.org/

Eisenhower National Clearinghouse for Mathematics
and Science Education

The Eisenhower National Clearinghouse for Mathematics and
Science Education's website, ENC Online, comprehensively col-
lects information about mathematics and science curriculum,

professional development, internet-based resources, and arti-

des about a range of topics Including assessment, equity and
diversity, real-world mathematics, implementing technology,
and more. Notably well-organized, the site also provides a
well-written weekly newsletter called "ENC Focus," a large set
of curriculum ideas, some aligned with a daily calendar for
lesson planning and inspiration, and "The Digital Dozen," a
monthly review of stellar math and science web sites. The
Standards section, http://www enc.org/professional/standards/,
is a bare-bones, comprehensive collection of national and
state math and science standards and frameworks - an essen-

tial resource for planning a standards-aligned curriculum.
www.enc.org

Trends in Mathematics and Science Study Research

Approximately fifty countries worldwide participate m the
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS), designed to learn through classroom observation

what works best in math and science teaching and learning.
Conducted on a four-year cycle, TIMSS completed its third
round of research and data collection in 2003. These websites

offer a range of data-collection materials, descriptions, data,
analyses, and conclusions related to the TIMSS effort.

The International Study Center at the Lynch School of
Education, Boston College. The most comprehensive TIMSS
site; includes links to the 1995, 1999 and 2003 TIMSS studies.

http://ustiniss.msu.edu

National Center for Education Statistics

This site is an overview, offering TIMSS highlights and results.
http://nces.ed.gov/timss/

LessonLab, Inc.

Le:c,u, 141,1'J lut il,UUu' CI'le AniUe, i,Ul' )evel 1 Luulit'ly 1'351y

TIMSS Video Study that looked at teaching and learning in
eighth-grade classrooms

http //www.lessonlab.com/timss 1 999/

.
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National Center for Improving Student Learning and
Achievement in Mathematics and Science (NCISLA)
Based at the University of Wisconsin-Madison's Wisconsin
Center for Education Research, the National Center for
Improving Student Learnng and Achievement in Mathematics
and Science (NCISLA) conducts long-term, school-based stud-
ies of how K-12 students learn mathematics and science with

understanding. NCISLA produces publications and professional
development materials that support its findings, which gener-
ally point to the success of highly Interactive and personalized
content-rich classroom experiences. Its Teacher Resources sec-

tion 1% a fast-track entry into its material and greatly helps
educators focus on what works m the claeroom to promote
enduring mathematical and sclentific learning.

www.wcer.wisc.edu/ncisla

Lesson Study Group and Lesson Study Research Group
Thew two websites provide overviews of and resources for
Implementing the practice of leston study, an collaborative,
J.*panese originated approach to teachers' professional devel-
opment that grew out of the partnerships that sparked the
ongoing TIMSS efforts; it calls for teachers to plan curriculum
together, observe each others' teaching, and evaluate results
for ongoing, systematic Improvement. A close friend to
teacher research and critical friends efforts, lesson study's
itructure and outcomes are well-suited to schools organized
around the ten Common Principlei

Lesson Study Group at Mills College http://www.lesson
research.net/index.html

Lesson Study Research Group at Columbia University
Teachers College: http://www.teacherscollege.edu/
lesionstudy/

Balanced Assessment in Mathematics Project

Ihr Balanced Anessment project ran at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education from 1993 to 2003, developing and refin-
Ing In claterooms over 300 innovative, performance based
assesments for K-12 learners. The assessments can be evalu-

atrd by an accompanying scoring syflem that covers assess-
ment for Individu.il tasks and larger projects, thus providing a
way to evaluate performance-based mathematics assessment
,1( ross classroom, Khools, and districts. The tasks are online
and available in print and on cd-rom. The Balanced

Assessment in Mathematics Project was conducted under the
same National Science Foundation grant that funded similar

ri,c,arch at Michigan State, U.C. Berkeley, and England's Shell
Centre for Mathematical Education Publications at the

University of Nottingham. See the Mathematics Assessment
Resource Service web site for more information about other

afpf,fts of the Balanced Assmcment work.
Balanced Assessment in Mathematics Project: http://
balancedassessment.gfe.harvard.edu/
Mathemcitics Assessment Resource Service:

http://www.nottingham.,)c. uk/education/MARS/

Mathematically Sane

Mathematically Sane collects studies, reports, articles, and

other analyses of one pant of view in the "math wars": the

controversy about whether reform or back-to-basics approach-

es best help student's mathematical mastery. Mathematically

Sane comes down emphatically in the reform camp, offering a
voluminous show of evidence that supports construetivist,

standards-based curriculum as the key to understanding and

higher-order thinking. While there's no curricula per se here,
Mathematically Sanels an Ideal place to turn to find support

for approaches to teaching that make sense in CES schools;

it's deep, well-organized, and tremendously affirming

http://mathematicallysane.com

Mathematics Education Collaborative

The Mathematics Education Collaborative (MEC) is an advoca-

cy group that aims to promote the cause of -rational reform"

in math education, aligning itself to the call for standards

based, meaningful curriculum as delineated by the National

Council for Teachers of Mathematics and other groups. MEC

offers courses for teachers to realign their pedagogy, a library

of curriculum and resources, and a long list of books and arti

des that support various aspects of reform math: the need for

teachers to understand math deeply, the weaknesses of high-

stakes tests as meaningful assessments, the meaning and sig-

nificance of quantitative literacy, and the importance of math
in the world of work.

www.mec-math.org

The Guide to Math and Science Reform

This online guide, compiled under the auspices of

Annenberg/CPB, provides a wide-ranging, searchable database

of reform-oriented math and science projects, research, and
organizations. Each entry - and there are hundreds - is anno-

tated extensively, including contact information, funding data,

project duration, detailed descriptions, and more. Age some-
what limits The Guide to Math and Science Reform's utility; it
appears not to have been updated since 2000. Nevertheless, it
includes projects and research from far and wide, on a vast
array of subjects and with all age groups. Clicking on the long

list of projects is fascinating and addictive, and the list of
organizations included in the Guide is a useful index. If you
find yourself wondering if anyone has looked into a particular

aspect of mathematics or science, a wise first step would be
consulting this resource.

www.learner.org/theguide
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More About the Schools Featured

in this Issue

Schools

Eastlake High School

Public school serving grades 1012
400228th Ave.NE

Sammamish, Washingtonl 98074
425/8366600

http //wwwehs Ikwash wednet edul

Ldkes,de Middle School

Public school irrving grades 7-8

2 North Sharp Street

Millville. New Jersey 08332
856/293 7600

www millville.org/lakeside/index html

Lanier High School

Public school serving grades 9·12

833 Miple St.

Ackson, MS 39203

601/960-5369

www jackson kl 2.ms.us/%chools/high/

lanier.ht m

New Mission High School

Public school ferving grades 9-12

67 Alleghany Street

Roxbury, Ma•sachusett% 02120

617/635-6437

http'//boston.k12 ma us/schools/

RC664DEC2003.pdf

Wildwood khool

Indc,pendent school serving grades k-12
Secondary Campus:

11811 West Olympic Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA 90064
310/4787189

www.wildwood org

Support Organizations

The Algebra Project. Inc
99 Bishop Allen Drive

Cambridge, MA, 02139

617/491-0200

www.algebra.org

Bay Area Coalition for Equitable Schools

1720 Broadway, Fourth Floor
Oakland. California 94612-2106

510/208-0160

www bayces.org

The Center for Collaborative Education

1 Renaissance Park

1135 Tremont Street, Suite 490

Boston, Massachusetts 02120

617/421-0134

www.ccebos.org

Center for Effective School Practices

Rutgers, The State University of New jersey

One Possumtown Road

Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
732/564-9100

http://cesp rutgers.edu
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5. Learn more about CES

. National Affiliation at

www.essentia/schools.org.
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Notes on this Issue

Years ago, I read about Dr. Robert Moses' Algebra Project, and
was both intellectually thrilled and emotionally moved by the
idea of mathematics education as a civil nghts action. I am
honored to be publishing Dr. Moses' words in Horace, thereby
making the link between the Algebra Project and CES more
explicit. Civil nghts work of decades ago tells us about our
nation's complexity, making evident elements of systematic
inequity and the actions needed to overcome and create social
justice. The Algebra Project's work shows us that teachers and
students are in the midst of a crucial parallel struggle for the
conditions and curriculum needed for mathematics proficiency,
a fundamental factor for ongoing educational access and sue
cess. Decades from now, I hope, we will look back on the work
of schools that fought for equity in mathematics achievement
with pride.

Also in this issue, Roser Gina. mathematics teacher and curricu-

lum coordinator at New Mission High School, describes how to
create mathematics curriculum that both demands much of

and conscientiously supports students. New Mission's story of
creating a meaningfully mathematics framework serves as a
crucially valuable roadmap for other new and restructuring
schools.

I'm happy to have the chance to convey my thanks to all of
the schools, organizations, and individuals that provided infor-
mation and inspiration to this issue of Horace. Fascinated by

teachers and researchers who understand how to teach math
in life-changing ways, I talked to far more people than 1 was
able to include in these pages, and am grateful to so many
people for enriching my understanditig

Horace's next issue will focus on the brand of leadership
needed to create, preserve, and improve small, student-cen-
tered schools. If you have ideas and experience to contribute,
I'm eager to hear from you at jdavidson@essentialschools.org.

A note about CES National's web resources: we have an online
archive of fifteen years of Horace, accessible from the Horace
graphic on www.essentialschools.org. As well, the CES National
website provides information about CES National's Small
Schools' Project, archives of past Fall Forums, and information
about Fall Forum 2004 (we hope you can join us in San Fran-
cisco to celebrate CES at the twenty-year mark!). All of us at
CES National appreciate the hard work of Jacqueline Gross and
Abbey Kerins, who maintain and improve the web site.

Finally, thanks to all Horace subscribers - you're making it pos-
sible for us to continue to tell the stories of what's happening
in Essential schools. If you don't already subscribe but find
Horace useful, consider joining us. Subscription rates are
$35.00 per four-issue year, with discounts for multi-year sub-

scriptions Use the attached subscription card, call us toll-free
at 1.800.62HORACE, or go to www.essentialschools.org/horace.
Another way to receive Horaceistoaffiliatewith CES.Thecon-
nection with CES is well worth it. See more information on
affiliation on our website or call us at 510/433-1451.

Jill Davidson

Editor, Horace
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Working the
Demand Sider

An Interview

with the

Algebra Project's
Robert Moses

Robert Ivt£des

In January 2004, Victor Cary, Program Director at the Bay Area

Coalition of Equitable Schools, talked with Robert R Moses,

longtime civil rights activist. Known for his voter registration

work in the Mississippi Delta in the 1960s and his subsequent

math education efforts, Moses founded the Algebra Project in

the 1980sasa grassroots efforts to improve math literacy

among African-American middle and high school students.

Along the way, Moses has earned a constellation of awards and

recognitions for his multifaceted civil rights achievements. The

Moses is currently the President of the Algebra Project and a

math teacher at Lanier High School in Jackson, Mississippi.
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Victor Cary: When you look at the work you're doing and

what you see happening in education today, where do you
think we are now, especially In terms of the impact on African

American kids, kids of color, and poor kids? I'm thinking

about things like No Child Left Behind, high school exit exams,

and all that we have to deal with as we try to work.

Robert Moses: Broadly speaking, the country is running what

I call a legacy of sharecropper education in the public school
system. When we wefe registering sharecroppers In the Mis-

sissippi Delta In the early 19605, we went before the federal

district judge in Greenville after we had taken hundreds of

harecropper5 to register to vote. The judge asked me on the
stand why we viere taking illiterates."Don't you know that

Mississippi has illiteracy tests? So why bother?" The answer

was that the country couldn't have its cake and eat it too. It

couldn't, through Its polltical decisions and institutions, deny

people an educdtion and then turn around and say they

couldn't access politics because they weren't educated

In the 19405, the Hopson plantation, outside of Clarksdale,

fint demonst rfited machines to pick cotton. Richard Hopson,

the plantation manager, wrote a letter to all of the plantation
owners in the D,·Ita urging them to mechanize the picking of

cotton as rapidly ab possible to alleviate "the Negro situation,"

as hr called 11 That started a wave of migration that lasted

almciet twinty years About five million sharecroppers *Jere

refugeed, in my way of thinking, Into every urban aiea ofthe

country. What nobody paid any attention to was that an

1 I urb.in ver,lon of sharirropper education went with them.

As for No Child Left Behind. this is a country not really willing

to disc uss what it would take to fix the schools, so it's setting

a way of mmeuring what'f actually being accomplished
riccording to u,rtain standards. But there's no stomach at the

moment for discus·.ion dbout the national policief that would

have to bain pl.ice to put a floor under every child's educa-

tion and opportunities. That's where I think we are nationally

(in the policy level I think that the country just hasn't got

what it takes to fdce the history. You know, I think of Strom

1 hurmond and that case as a metaphor For large political rea-

sons, Strom Thurmond and his family, while he was alive,

weren't going to recognize Essie [Mae Washington-Williams],

his child, publicly. From slav-

ery through sharecropping

down to today, this country

does not recognize all of the

children in its school system
RELATED RESOURCE This puts the onus on the

individual child and says.
I or more on Robert Mem'

"Well. you've got to meas-1968 voting right$ work
ure iii and these are some

Addic# Equations: Marh
of the things you have to

[,tri.Ky .1*1 (IMIRight'.
do." But rio one Is saying,Robert P M(>33% *11 d ( h.izle·,

'Look, these .}re children
1. C.01)1), Junior (Beacon,

th,it we, in effect, q,ive birth2001). Alw· "SNIC· 1960
to but that we ignored and

1966" ,it

rrally (ildirt treat as our
www 11111)11{) or (31%11<dindex

children. .Ind now we need
html

to figure out what we're

going to do to rectify that."

So their'0 no drive to put in

the additional resources that

are needed to try to make a

dent in the problem.

Cary: That's a great transi-
tion to talk about the work

and the practices within the
Algebra Project itself.

Moses: One really successful
outcome of the project has
been the growth of a fairly
vibrant group of young peo-

pie who have grown up in
the project. They have their
own organization and call

themselves the Young Peo-

ples Project.

RELATED RESOURCE

For more on the Hopson

letter The Promised Land

The Great Black Migration

and How It Changed

America, Nicholas Lemann

(Vintage, 1992)

Cary: How long has that been in existence?

Moses: It first came into being in 1996. They now have a net-

work of math literacy workers that are in college and high

school They run math literacy workshops in school or after

school In terms of the strategy of the project, it fits with

what we learned about trying to change these big, broad

issues during the '605 with the right to vote. We had to get
the sharecroppers themselves in the mix, making the demand

for their rights before you could shake the power structure

that was vested in the system that kept them as sharecrop-

pers I think there's a similar strategy here: the young people

who are the target population have to get involved in work-

Ing the demand side, making the demands. The Young

Peoples Project has found a way to stimulate that idea. The

young people make some demand on themselves to master

mathematical material to the extent that they can present and

discuss and run workshops. Embedded in that is looking at

how to get these young people to think about the broader

policy issues. Burt the most important thing Is getting them

functionally involved in spreading math literacy and making a

cultural change as they do it

Cary: Was this something that came out of students' own
experience and energy?

Moses: They actually did this on their own. In their early

twentles. they are role models, which is extremely effective

and important with the middle school students. People in

their early twenties who are really engaged in working with

students and helping them to move into a public space - this

Is an entry-level Introduction to knowledge work. What's miss-

ing for the kids is some way to be introduced to knowledge

work, as opposed to the mechanical work at McDonald's or

the other kinds of jobs that young people from the grassroots

get pushed into

The Southern Initiative of the Algebra Project has also had

some redl success with professional development activities

with elementary school teachers that emphasize mathematical

processes. They're having impact in some areas of Arkansas

and elsewhere. The teachers are really looking at how to take

ideas about experiential learning and ideas about regimenting

language and discourse to produce mathematical representa-
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tions into areas that trouble teachers in elementary school

math. I think these teachers piant to teach and feel they have

to teach but have trouble figuring out how to teach.

Cary: Could I ask you more about the demographics of these
teachers who you're working with?

Moses: They're primarily African American schools and teach·
ers in the delta of Arkansas - it's on the western bank of the

Mississippi River across from the Mississippi delta.

Cary: Have you had any expenence bringing this work to

urban settings where the school's faculties are mostly white?

Moses: Not too rnuch The Southern Initiative has focused on

the rurdl South Efforts to do the project at the middle school
level in the urban systems didn't take root We weren't able

to really solve thf· kinds of political and institutional problems

m the major urban centers. So the only project that's trying to

get off the ground again is in Chicago, where the Young Peo-

PR,s Project 1%. It'e returned to an area where the Algebra

Project woin't able to take root, and they are having some ini-

tial success in working with other players in the math reform

movement in Chicago

Cary: Could you rharacterlie those obstacles that prevented

thc, Algebra Project from taking mot, given the success that

you've had and d powerful curriculum that you've developed?

Moses· One obst.icle in the urban areas in %chools with the

t,irgrt populations thdt th, Algebra Project :s trying to reach

is the trachi.re level of real mathematical training, their level

of rognitive flexibility which is needed to run a classroom in

inath using a morf coaching, h.inds·on model. And then

there'% thi· overcrowding and the lack of real opportunity for

Il,iily prof(,won.il development.

Cary: Boy, that'& true

Moses: One way of thinking about it K the model we have

put in microcown hewit Lanner. There are three of us who

,iri• doing the teaching here.)1 Lanier High School; this is my

eighth year dt I,inter if we're really going to try to put a floor

undc.r thi, students, thrn the student5 have to agree to take

math every cl.iy on a block schedule for their four years of
hurih whool. Now, thal raises 15um. One of the issues is that

the classes have to be

smaller. You have to have

inore teachers. so we try to
raise [the funds for} our

own salaries. We finally

worked out with the school
RELATED RESOURCE

system that we are extra
lor more on the Algebra refource<i in the school so

Ploject and its related we (.in have fewer students,

i,ffolts, includinc; the Young this also lightens the stu
14,(,ple,0 Prolift dild the dent lodd fome for other

Southern Initi,Itive of the te,i<her, We h.ive a total of

Alqi,1,1.1 Prolect: the Alge wx classes between the

bro Projmt wet, Wr A throe of .5, and we have a

wWw,Iq(•1,a Org conimon period off every

daly, the same period so we
c.in fit.ind talk abolit what

the i.,urs air.ind do the

Rober Moses in the classroom.

f

professional development work among ourselves

Cary: That's why we're trying to create small schools here in
Oakland. \Ne' re trying to create those conditions that you're

describing.

Moses: The other question, of course, is getting the students
to agree to take math every day for four years. We have

roughly eighty sophomores that have agreed to stay on with
us from a cohort of about a hundred freshmen The question
is, will we get a significant percent of them to agree to keep
doing math every day? The goal is that they finish four years
of college prep math - this enables them to be credible on

either the ACT or SAT. Then they have the option to go to col-

lege, and once they get into

college they won't have to
remediate math Then math

shouldn't be an obstacle for

any particular area that they

wdnt to study. The whole col- RELATED RESOURCE

lego curriculum should be
Horace 18.2. book review

open to them and math
of Radical Equations: Math

shouldn't be a barrier. The
literacy and Civil Rights,

students we are trying to put

the floor under really will www.essentialschools.org/cs

have to agree to do math /resources/view/ces_res/276

every day This raises the

question of what is taught

and how do you teach it so
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RELATED RESOURCE

For more on the work of

experiential learning theo-

rists John Dewey. lean

Piaget, and Karl 1 ewin as

analyzed by David Kolb

*ww learningfromexper,
ence com

that they want to keep
studying. Those are things

that we are wrestling with.

Cary: What are some of the

practices that you're

employing to motivate stu

dents to want to keep

learning mathematics and

feel comfortable and sup-

ported so they hang in
there?

Moses: I think that what we

are working on Is a synthe·
sis of two research

traditions that have come

down in this country One Is

vic.11 known pxperientlat learning, coming through piaget,
Dewey, and Lewin. The other is a question I ran into as a

gr.iduate student. what is evidence for math? We ask stu
dents to „crept a lot of things. So what kind of evidence do

we offi,r? What are they purwing to accept various State
menle, Thi, P€•non from whom I really picked up these issues

and questions and framing of the discussion was [Willard Van
Orman] Quine, the head of the philo,ophy department at Har-

v.ird when I was thu·re in the '50 and again In the late '705.
Oulne synthewies one path in thi% research tradition that says
thdt Initi.it forays into flementary math come through a pro-

gres,ive sharpering of ordinary bnguage. We've embedded
that concept In the experiential le,Irning model, welding these
two re,earch traditions together. In experiential learning,
when there·'5 reflection about some event or activity, there's a

for)(epturilization of it. That's where our real work is, to look
at how to subitantlate those two traditions in classrooms.

rhere are a lot of activities that the students do and then

way·5 in which they'ri· asked to reflect on them and think
about them

CAry: When I think about that, I think of how there's a lot of

rew,Irch url the notion of cultural competency that teachers
reed to have in order to meet their students where they are. 1

wonder about this in rc.lationship to the work that you do,

You .ire largely African American instructors working with

African American kids. th(.re'% a certain cultural competence
th,it you'r{. bringing into the discourse, I'm assuming

Moses: Another cultural issue is, and this is apart from con-

tent and pedagogy, the

willingness to be relational

with the students. How

that's done and how it's not

exploited by the students to
RELATED RESOURCE Ii,51 have everything disinte-

grote into talk and mere
I or more on the work of

frittering „way is one of the
Willaid V.in Orrn,in Quine

key 1%5ue; in classroom mari-
the Willard Vin (Drinan

agement For many African
Quine home IMO. al

American tudent, from
www,wvquine 01 q

gr,w,roots or poor neigh
borhoods, their schooli feel

like rvitything has to be dis-

uplmed and rigid. Otherwise
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It will break down into chaos. And so there's a lot of "drill

and kill' going on How do students who have been exposed

to that take to loosening up the classroom and figuring out

how to work? That Is the issue for which you want to gain

real competence and understanding and respect.

We have a group of over-age ninth graders that we agreed to

take this year. As middle school students, the system didn't
know what to do with them, and it Fled up a whole bunch

of them. And then after they reached a certain age, it just

pushed them on into high school. We at the Algebra Project

agreed to take the group that was coming to Lanier this year.

It's been really instructive watching them begin to figure out

how to work together as a class to commit more and more to

their learning, to gain confidence that they really can learn

this stuff as they work through levels of various Issues - anger,

pregnancy, whatever. It's something '•Ne' re trying to learn

about. l think tliat the country needs to put real resources

into this combination: students making a commitment to

doing this every day for a longer period of time and the sys-

tem making a commitment to providing more teachers with

less dense class ratios, to having the teachers really profes-

sionalize their work and take more responsibility for the

creation and the deployment of materials. We need to be able

to say that if we do this and this, then these are the kinds of

results we can get, and this is what it costs.

Cary: It's a hard argument to make

Moses: You can't make it in the abstract. It'll only work if

there are places where jt's actually happening and you can
demonstrate some of the results. And one result is that it

begins to work the demand side of the problem and you

begin to create demand. m

CESChangeLab
CES ChangeLabis coming in Summer 2004!
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, 1 New Mission

6, High School's
Response to the
Challenge of
Designing and
Supporting a
Meaningful
Mathematics

Curriculum

by Roser GinO

New MAstor, High School student Jarred Valeck collects data for an urban ecology project 

Roser Gin6 and her New Mission High School colleagues have

experienced the challenges and rewards of designing the

mathematics curriculum for their recently founded, small, stu-

dent-centered school. Based on a 2003 Fall Forum workshop

led by GinO and New Mission teacher Stephen Cirasuolo, this

article documents New Mission's process of creating a chal-

lenging, meaningful, standards-based mathematics curriculum,

offering compelling advice, curriculum examples and resources

to educators and other new or redesigning schools. As well,

Gind details the essential questions, mathematical elements, 
and habits of mind that form the foundation for New Mission's

evolving mathematics curriculum framework.



. The Evolution of the Mathematics Curriculum

One of the major tasks teachers take on at New Mission High

School (NMHS) Is creating the curriculum. When I first arrived
at the school in 1 998, the mathematics curriculum did not yet
exist, and the four math teachers had complete freedom to
establish what we thought was Important for our students to

learn We wrote an essential question, and taught integrated
mathematics through classroom projects and activities that
would help students develop tools they needed to respond to
that question.

EN.·iblished in 1991, New Mission High School ,% a small, urban

public- high khool m Boston, Massachusetts that serves approx,
mately 220 students Thr- school n culturally divene, mainly

serving Afr,(an-American, Latin·American, Cape Verdean, and
Hatwn Amer,<.an tudents, along with a smaller number of
Asian American and Caucabian students. More than 80% qualify

for the federally funded Free and Reduced Lunch Programs

The khor)1'9 mis!.Ion 16 to empower students to become self·

dir,·rted, life long learners by providing them with a creative

and challenging high school education in a small, personalized
ledrning community. To provide, supportive setting for our stu-

di•ntf, the students,Ire divided into four clusters in which four

k·drhers from different disciplines and one student support
st.iff men)brir work Each cluiter 15 further divided into four

'advisories' of fifteen students and one teacher who provides

acid,•mic and pi,ronal iupport

New Mission High School Mathematics/Science Faculty

.

Foundations Integrdled Math/kience: Stephen Cirawolo and
Elizabeth Chartier

Inquiry Integr,ited Math/Science· Heather Cabrera and Abby
Pdike

Midlevel Math: Gina Higginj. Javier bum. and Roser Gina

Graduate Mdth: Row?r Gind

At thc. time, we only h,id two different grades, so we made
thi, material .Accessible <it two levels. But several problems

wrre rvid{,lit. 1-list, w{, had not created a four-year plan, and

whi.n our school changed to accommod.ite four levels, the

mathem,itic.% c·urm.ulurn needed adjustment. Second, we had

1101 i··.1.11,11*eli the qhHIU,Ition Ii·({Ulle,lic,119. ful (jul MUdent*,

th,% w.1% c inc I.il, .1% wr wanled to bull{1 the curriculum by

1)1.,Iining b.Hkw,ircl, with clf.}i goals «Intl rxpect.Ition%. Third,
in f ) rdri t{), .) c uitici,lum to ..ind on its own, it inlist .id d -36

wh,11 31.(tivit% ni,(,(1 10 Iearti, tiwchers needed to be mformed

cif th„ natilin,il .ind V.ite st.Itidards, as well .1% what other

051,1|,lished tiwthrniatin currici,1.1 citid I.dul,Ition.,1 research

I <)1%1(li.,I,(1 Import.int. Addition.Illy, wi. h,HI to addreu prot)

1('17,0 Vircific to NMI·15. ThrM, im Ii,ded very fast teacher
Illin(}Ver ((41)0(1.Illy in Our mathrin.itin staff), our htlicienth'

varying levels of preparation, our interest in Integrating differ-

ent disciplines, and the challenge of balancing the depth of
the mathematics curriculum with the breadth of the state

mandated test.

Along with other teachers, I took on the challenge of creating
a mathematics curriculum framework for our school The

framework was organized around the following questions:
"What do we want our students to know and understand

when they graduate from New Mission High School? Why?"

After consulting other teachers and mathematics professors,

as well as reviewing existing mathematics Initiatives, we wrote

four essential questions (they continue to evolve) that would

guide the mathematics teaching and would be addressed

through the four-year student experience at the school.

At each grade level, students would work towards answering

these questions through the development of outlined quanti-

tative stalls and habits of mind, and through exposure to

relevant topics In order to support this hierarchy, projects

(which we call vehicles) and activities were designed for use in

the classrooms. As student portfolios evolved into living docu-

ments exhibiting students' progress and learning. l wrote

portfolio strands that would reflect what I believed were the
essential elements of our curriculum: a mathematical model,

a mathematical proof, and a problem-solving strand. At this

point, the framework was in progress, but still needed teed-

back and input from the teachers that would bring it to life.

Challenges still remained, including making a non-text based

mathematics framework accessible to new teachers, getting

feedback from other teachers, and making appropriate revi-

sions, ensuring compatibility with national standards,

providing academic support and test preparation for the

MCAS (the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System,

our state test), integrating with other curricula, and putting
the framework to use. The

NMHS Science Coordinator

and I were assigned as lead-

ers In a new Initiative

supported by the Center for
Collaborative Education in New Mission High School
Boston, the Systemic Initia- Habits of Mind

tive for Math and Science
Perspective: considering

Education (SIMSE), that
multiple3 perspectives/view-

would provide us with time
points

and resources to realize our

Integration goals and to Evidence: citing and weigh-

support our new teachers in Ing evidence

working with the estab- Relevance: finding value
lished framework; a both personally and socially
mathematics coach was

Reflection: rethinking, self-aggignod to our C.chool for
assessing, and self-adjustingthe SIMSE work. As the

for ImprovementMathematics Curnculurn

Coordinator, l worked with Connection: seeking rela-

the other three math teach- tlon ships among ideas

ers to make necessary
Supposition: Imagining

changes, review national
possibilities

Mandards, and facilitate

implementation. The school

also gathered several teach-


